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SUMMARY

An investigation of the uses (past, present, and future) of large
group displays is provided in the context of team performance. The report
provides a comprehensive examination, evaluation, and projection of
guidelines, research, and technology revolving around various aspects of
large group displays. The purpose is to integrate much of the team problem
solving work with human factors considerations for large group displays.
Thus, both theoretical and practical issues are addressed in research and
design. A research plan is presented to systematically structure the
research studies whereby answers may be distilled for use in practical
design situations. This plan encompasses three major research categories:
group information design, team performance, and cognitive operations.
Within these categories various combinations of factors and variables will
be possible, thereby providing a wealthy source of experimental designs
that can help to derive specific guidelines. The report also provides
thorough descriptions of a baseline study in team perfonnance and two
legibility studies that evaluate the light valve technology used for large
group displays.
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PRiEFACE

This report describes a human engineering analysis and review of large
group display use for team performance considerations. The studies
conducted for this analysis were in accordance with Work Unit 71842703,
Large Display Evaluation of Experimentation for C3 Applications, July
1983. This report was prepared by Mr. Michael D. McNeese, Harry G.
Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Human Engineering
Division, Technology Development Branch (AAMRL/HEC) with the assistance of
Clifford E. Brown, Wittenberg University.

Significant contributions for review, experimentation, and analysis
for this report were provided by Ms. Luan Katz, Systems Research
Laboratories, Inc. In addition, Mr. Don Monk, Lt Suzanne Kelly, and Dr.
John Forester, AAMRL/HEC, provided useful review and inputs for this report.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The basis for investigating the use of Large Group Display (LGD)
technology has many facets but this report will take a broad,
interdisciplinary approach to understanding human and team performance as
related to various aspects of the display design. For the sake of clarity,
the use of the term, Group Information Display (GRID) will designate and
capture the broad array of variables that would be of concern for command,
control, and communication (C ) facilities. More specifically, GRID
represents the union of three particular research categories: visual
information design, social-team psychology, and cognitive operations.
Throughout the report, reference will be made to these research categories
which categorize past, present, 3and future orientations for understanding
appropriate usage of LGDs for C3 centers.

This report will consist of a GRID structure which consists of three
objectives crossed with three major areas of concern. The objectives are:

(1) Present pertinent GRID knowledge,

(2) Evaluate pertinent GRID knowledge, and

(3) Project pertinent GRID knowledge.

The areas f concern .ithin pertinent GRID knowledge are:

(1) Guidelines,

(2) Research, and

(3) Technology.

When these objectives are crossed with the areas of concern, the resultant
repository structures are formed as shown in Figure 1.



FOCUS 1 FOCUS 3 FOCUS 5

GUIDELINE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
EVALUATIONS EVALUATIONS EVALUATIONS

FOCUS 2 FOCUS 4 FOCUS 6

GUIDELINE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT IONS PROJECT IONS PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 1-2 APPENDIX 3-4 APPENDIX 5-6

SUPPLEMENTARY SUPPLEMENTARY SUPPLEMENTARY
GUIDELINES RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY

FIGURE 1. Grid Structure
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SECTION 2

OBJECTIVE

The objectives of the report in general have already been presented.
They are o present, evaluate, and project GRID knowledge that will be of
use for C centers in general. The emphasis will revolve around human
engineering an LG) environent that is sound and functional as a first
step, but will go beyond this and look at the variables, characteristics,
and attributes inherent in team problem solving and group resources that
begin to add dynamics to LGD environments. Thereby the specific purpose is
to see how various aspects of the LGD environment can beinanipulated to
yield optimum group performance within the confines of C environments.
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SOCTION 3

FOCUS 1: GUIDE.INE EVALUATIONS

VIENABILITY/LBGIBILITY

The application of guidelines will proceed from looking at guidelines
specific to large screen optical projection using light valve technology,
to guidelines specific to large screen optical projection, and finally to
general viewability/legibility requirements for displays. Although there
certainly will be overlapping areas of concern among these guidelines, it
is imperative to look for guidelines that can be applied to a human using
the state of the art light valve technology and then progress to more
generic levels. As has been discovered, the more general areas provide
many guidelines that can be used. However, as design configurations start
to combine particular technologies with various group performance factors,
then the need for more specific guidance is required. This report tries to
take a look at what is available at various levels of specificity and then
how it could apply to the C3 environment. Because guidelines at the
most specific level were unavailable, a large screen display evaluation
(utilizing the light valve technology) was undertaken to derive answers in
the event that this type of technology would prove useful for C3

operations. Refer to McNeese and Katz (1985) for a full description of
this evaluation. One of the intents of this evaluation was to determine
whether large screens that use light valve technology have different
guideline values from some of the progressively more generic guidelines.

For C3 environments, the guidelines that are most relevant are those
at the most specific levels. The design of GRID should use these guidelines
first, then review other levels to either: 1) obtain answers to questions
that the more specific guidelines could not answer, or 2) generate
additional questions and concerns that should be attended to by designers.
One must realize that there is a tradeoff between utility and reliability
as one progresses from the specific to the general. The specific
guidelines are peculiar to the new technology and thus more utilizable, but
less reliable since t- -y are based on relatively little research; whereas,
the general guidelines are less applicable, but are highly reliable given
their extensive data base.

An important factor in using the guidelines is to first decide w at
large group display technology is most appropriate for a particular C
context. Thus, the designer should refer to the "Evaluate Technology"
focus. The current breakout for specificity x guideline resource is as
follows:

Guideline Specificity Resources Cited

LGD optical projections McNeese and Katz Evalua-
utilizing light valve technology tion Study (1985)
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LGD optical projections MS1472C (1981)

Grether & Baker (1972)
Woodson (1981)
Shurtleff (1981)
Williams (1981)
Benel & Benel (1984)

Display Viewability/Legibility Grether and Baker (1972)
Benel & Benel (1984)
Nelson (1983)
Shurtleff (1979)

Buckler (1979)

These resources are cited in APPENDIX 2.

DISMPAY DESIGN

Most of the guidelines in the area of display design have been

propagated from human computer interface areas. The Smith and Mosier
(1984) guidelines are probably used the most and have undergone extensive
review. As in the viewability/legibility area, many of the guidelines are
of a general nature and not directed to human computer interfaces that
involve LGDs being utilized by teams of humans. Therein, the number of
guidelines concerning display design for design configurations consisting
of LGDs in combination with other visual display technologies (VDTs) is
sparse. Necessarily, for recommending particular display designs for LE)s,
one is faced with applying the generic. This can be done by actually using
the general guidelines: 1) as a checklist to evaluate designs already
created or 2) as an information source that the designer can refer to
during tle course of design. However, for specific applications there will
be questions that generic guidelines cannot answer. Nelson (1983) has
produced a report that addresses C operations specifically, but it simply
incorporates many of the generic guidelines already presented. Thus, the
current evaluation of display design guidelines for teams using LGts and
CRTs reveals a need for more specific guidelines.

There are two solutions in reach that would help alleviate the
apparent lack of specific display design guidelines. The first involves
the supplication of the designer with rapid prototyping and expert systems
for dialogue design. Currently, the Rapid Intelligent Prototyping
Laboratory (RIPL) being developed for AAMRL/HEX fi.ts this requirement.
With such a system a designer would have a tool to rapidly create command
post designs. Furthermore, the RIPL expert system component could help the
designer in two distinct ways. First, it could look over the designer's
shoulder and provide display design guidance as a design ensues.
Necessarily, the developed design would be in accordance with current
guidelines. Note that the RIPL system is being developed in accordance
with the Smith and Mosier (1984) guidelines. Second, once completed, this
tool could provide the capability to create-evaluate-recreate-test in real
time, such that those areas where information is sparse can be overcome by
design itself. Obviously the power of RIPL is directly contingent upon the
degree of specificity of the rules inherent in its knowledge base. As new,
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more specific guidelines are obtained, the usefulness of RIPL for specific
applications becomes more prominent.

The s cond solution actually involves obtaining new guidelines for
specific C applications. This is planned for execution at AAMRL/HEC and is
the subject of FOCUS 4: RESEARCH PROJECTIONS. Currently, the research plan
prescribes looking at information display design parameters in conjunction
with either team performance variables and/or cognitive operations
variables. Therein, as each study is completed more data can be added to
the knowledge base to improve display design confidence. This also would be
transferred to RIPL to update the expert system rules.

TEAM PSYCHDLOGY-COGITIVE OPERATIONS

To date there is very little information or research available which
combines team psychology and cognitive operations with LG(s. Therefore, no
reliable guidelines exist in this area. It is premature to list guidelines
before they have been derived from research or operational exercises.
However, to combat this scarcity one should refer to FOCUS 2: GUIDELINE
PROJECTIONS, to sample guidelines that have been brainstormed to relate to
these areas. Also FOCUS 3 & 4 will review some current thinking in team
psychology--cognitive operations (as it relates to use of LGDs) and then
project some research studies that will yield answers for future designs.

At this point, a distinction must be made between guidelines and
research results. Guidelines embody a much greater degree of confidence
when applied to situations of design that approximate the content value of
the guideline. This differs from research results mainly in the degree of
general izability and confidence associated with a result being translated
into guidance for situations of design. It is felt to date that the LGD
research results have not truly demonstrated a high degree of confidence
for transfer into LGD design and evaluation situations. Therein, one must
wait for a maturity in the research in order to establish specific and
reliable guidelines. In many cases the research results will form the
trends toward creating the guidelines. These trends will be discussed
under FOCUS 3: RESEARCH EVALUATIONS.

12



SE'TION 4

FOCUS 2: GUIDELINE PRJECTIONS

The following guidelines are very projective in nature and thereby
somewhat tentative. However, they may be of use for suggesting how LGI s
may be used to facilitate efficient team performance. The projective
guidelines were distilled from a COPE brainstorm session which produced
many useful comments, perspectives, and innovations. The COPE personnel
who participated in this session were:

Mr. Don Monk, AAMRL/HEC
Mr. Mike McNeese, AAMRL/HEC
Dr. John Forester, AAMRL/HEC
Lt Suzanne Kelly, AAMRL/HEC
Dr. Lew Hann, AAMRL/HEC and
Dr. Clifford Brown, Wittenberg University

PROJECTIVE GUIDEIINES

1. The LG) should be used to clearly establish and, if possible,
facilitate group identity, cohesiveness, and motivation whereby the common
goal (s) of tasks are made salient.

2. The LGD should focus a team's attention on sumnary and overview
information regarding procedures and tasks such that group and corporate
memory is optimally updated to establish an overall global picture which
can guide performance of individual team members.

3. When comparison processes are active for individual operators, the
use of an LGD may be an appropriate display to indicate where an operator
is within the big picture, to supply the overall context, and/or help
prioritize an individual's operations.

4. Because the LGD can be seen from many locations, it will be useful
for supervisory control in conditions where the supervisor may be mobile
and also keep track of primary tasks.

5. If individual operators must perform dual tasks, their primary
task can be placed on the LGD (to be viewed or shared by many) whereas
their secondary task (specific only to them) could be performed at their
own individual CRTs.

6. Because shared information is given more weight, the posting of
critical information may be useful to update knowledge states of individual
staff members and also enhance group memory.

7. High level sumnary/overview information-integration is best
presented on the LGD whereas low level, detailed, local, raw data,
information is best presented by a CRT.

13



8. The small group display may be used as a boardroom blackboard
interactive decision aid such that it serves as a focal point for high level
decision making.

9. When an integrated overview (e.g., resource status) is necessary to
interpret system states in a dynamic group context, the LGD may be the most
efficient means of display.

10. The LGD may be used as a device to direct a team member's
attention to global alarm states such that an operator's attention becomes
focused on a centralized area along with all other operators, or a subset
thereof, while still allowing operators to return to their individual tasks
as necessary.

11. The LGD can be used to capture "evolutionary growth" and a
system's perspective for recognition of changes within dynamic time
dependent environments.

12. For boardroom layouts in command posts, the use of a small group
display is recommended to help focus analyses, other state
assessments, resource availabilities/al locations, and action alternatives
for particular subsets of the staff.

13. For detailed process information, assessment, detailed status
information, input sensor fusion, and information necessary for
individualized functions (the command post staff in the lower level of the
command post), usually a small screen display (CRT) would be most
appropriate, however, the LGD can still function as an effective context
comparison, guide, or global assessor for instances that require group
actions.

14. For proceduralized group performance, the L(D can provide
highlighting and checklisting functions, or timeline analysis and
checklists, to tell operators where they have been, where they currently
are, and where they might go next.

15. The LGD may surface as a focal point for group decision aiding
such as a priority organizer.

16. If LGDs are designated to support blackboard, multipurpose,
and/or dedicated functions, then if possible a separate LGD should be
provided for each functional requirement. However, it may be possible to
have just one LGD with a separate window for each functional requirement.

17. With an LGD there is a temptation to display too much
information, but care must be taken to avoid clutter, density, and
information overload. As a general guideline, one should not put any more
information on an LCD than a small screen display, perhaps even less.

18. Operators must be acclimated to LCD use, having integrated it
into their roles and functions as opposed to occasional, infrequent use.
Usage should be on a day-to-day basis rather than reserved for unusual
stress related activities so that if adaptation is required (as it most

14



likely will be) operators will be prepared to perform effectively.

19. The placement of LGDs should be integrated with command post
positions and roles, and functionally consistent with physical room layout.

20. The design and use of an LGD configuration should be predicated
upon analyses of :urrent command post functions, tasks, and procedures in
accordance with specified timelines, not on tradition, status quo, or old
tasks.

21. Some command centers may have a "show and tell" function which
may be a very valid activity of a command center, but the center design
should not be specifically driven by such a function in terms of practical
configuration design. Such activities should not override the primary
mission activities for determining the center's configuration design.

22. The degree and control over what information is displayed on the
LGD must be based on front end analysis to prevent a chaotic information
management problem.

23. The determination of whether the LGD should emphasize a proactive
(preplanning) vs. reactive (planning) work status should be determined as a
result of front end analysis.

24. The LGD may be useful for solving socio-organizational issues
(such as envoking a top level battle staff position or decision once it is
made) wherein it becomes a tool used to produce conformity of actions
throughout the command post areas that incoporate LGDs.

15



SECTION 5

FO US 3: RESEARCH EVALUATIONS

ORIE TATION

The nature of the research to be investigated will focus on the
intersections among group information design, team performance, and
cognitive operations. Unfortunat'ly the past has yielded a dearth of
research for the three research category intersections. Note that this
does not obviate a lot of research when the union of these categories is
considered. In fact, much of the research in team performance necessarily
bleeds into the other two research categories even though these other
categories were not explicitly identified. Same of the reviews in the team
performance area will be considered in this focus. Therefore, this
discussion will try to relate elements of research in each of these
categories to one another. In particular this focus will describe an
orientation for: 1) how a research framework can be established and 2)
what some of the premises of such a framework should be. In this section
of the report, the emphasis changes somewhat fram what has been done to
what research should be done to improve group performance with respect to
LG) configurations.

RESE LC H OBJ IVES AND ORIENTATION

The AAMRL/HEC research plan will systematically examine the
combination of three major research categories:

(1) Group information design variables,

(2) Cognitive operation variables, and

(3) Team performance variables.

Thus, the crossing of these categories results in a wide degree of variance
for possible experimentation. The goal therein is to manipulate a subset
of these variables while controlling the rest. The overall objective is to
look at variables that provide enhancement or increase efficiency in a C3
envirornment and then appropriately synthesize teams and technologies to
produce optimal arrangements. However, one cannot just randomly look at
these variables; instead one must propose realistic hypotheses to predict
performance in the C Invironment. Underlying the hypotheses formulation
is the real world of C' in which various technologies are proposed for the
human's use. Initially, the research plan specifies group and/or
individual displ-ays as target technologies that may synthesize team
performance in C5 situations. A determination of these situations should
provide insight into the usage of group information displays for improved
team performance.
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In C3 systems performance, a team is frequently required to assess
presented information and make decisions about the best course of action to
take in a dynamic, time-stressed setting. Although each individual in the
team may have functions which can be performed alone, additional tasks may
require the joint effort of several team members. In such a multi-person,
multi-task enviroment, the successful integration of team members' time
and effort is crucial for optimal team performance.

One of the target technologies proposed for integration of team
performance is the use of an LGD as opposed to Small Screen (SS) individual
displays. Thus the thrust of this research will focus on the use of
shared vs. owned displays as facilitators of performance. One must be
aware that the intent is not to evaluate the different legibility aspects
of display types, but rather to investigate ways information can be
displayed with different configurations in the context of active social
psychological dynamics. The way a team interacts with the information
display may be a function of how well the system facilitates group
interaction factors such as cohesiveness, coordination, and leadership.

Inherent in C3 team performance are a multitude of tasks that can vary
in any of a number of different ways. Attention to these tasks may involve
individual or team resources, or variants thereof, whereby in many cases
cordination and cooperation are crucial for success. The efficient use of
C target technologies, such as group vs. individual displays, will either
enhance, detract, or have no effect upon team performance. T3 the extent
that these effects can be evaluated, insightful answers for C design can
begin to unfold. The paradigm for studying the complexities involved in
team-technology interaction will initially incorporate the Team Resource
Allocation Problem (TRAP) as a means of studyin9 team performance. This
task provides a dynamic setting whereby some tasks can be completed by an
individual team member while other tasks require coordinated processing by
two or more team members. Additionally, the priority or importance of the
tasks to be processed can be predefined by various rules. Thus, this task
provides a baseline for certain types of cognitive operations (e.g.,
communication, i~tegration, and coordination) associated with team
performance in C domains. Because of its inherent flexibility, the TRAP
task is relevant for pursuing many of the projected experiments. However,
to the extent that this task does not emulate all cognitive operations,
other dynamic tasks may be utilized for conducting some of the projected
experiments. Within the TEAM TASK section of this focus, the TRAP task will
be more fully explained.

RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS: ISSUES AND REVIEW

This subfocus examines the issues, research concerns, and past data to
circumscribe the foundations of research for AAMRL/HEC. Literature search
and review has revealed that there are many directions, issues, and
eclectic viewpoints that need integration before comprehensive research
studies can be formulated.
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Recent reviews of group problem solving and team performance (Dyer,
1984; Goldin and Thorndike, 1980; Hackman and Morris, 1975; Hill, 1982)
reveal a need for experimental paradigms which permit systematic
exploration of dynamic group decision making. Thus, the utilization of the
TRAP task in the baseline study as well as the overall framework provides a
means for a logical progression of the research.

But before discussion of the tasks can be addressed, a more basic
issue needs attention. The issue is that of what exactly is a team and/or
a group. Because one of the major research categories that the framework
must address is team performance, it is important to define what is meant
by a team. It is the authors' belief that the team performance category is
really the cornerstone upon which this entire framework is dependent.
Thereby, some effort should be expended to dwell on the nature of team
performance. If one could remove the top of a canand post and observe the
interactions among various individuals, there would be focal points that
would tend to integrate individuals' resources to perform the work that is
required to be done. In some instances, the work is performed by
individual resources, whereas in other instances it is performed by
aggregated resources (one human resource + n other resources). The work is
such that the modulation of individual vs. aggregated resources changes
dynamically as a function of time and resource availability. It is not as
if a given person will be either a team or individual operator exclusively.
There are certainly times when a given person will be engaged in both roles
successively or simultaneously. Thus, the nature of the team formulation
may be very volatile and change as a function of task requirements. It is,
therefore, crucial to specify what a team is. With this objective in mind,
the first step will be to take a look at how others have defined teams and
groups. Dyer (1984) provides useful information in this respect and defines
a team to consist of:

(a) at least two people

(b) who are working toward a common goal/objective/mission

(c) where each person has been assigned specific roles or
functions to perform

(d) where completion of the mission requires some form of
dependency among the group members (explicit or implicit).

The Dyer (1984) definition goes on and discriminates teams from small
groups by indicating that small groups are less likely to possess given
roles or functions, and that dependencies among members are not necessary
to facilitate small group processes. Thereby, a small group comprises 50%
of the criteria suggested for teams. One other formulation might also be
considered. The network would consist of two or more members that have
certain forms of dependencies among members but do not have specified
objectives/goal nor specific functions as an integrated team. One might
think of the example of electronic mail as indicative of the network. As
telecommunications through the use of computer systems become more
prominent more of these virtual groups will be formed. This is why it is
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necessary to specify Lhe definitions. For the C3 context, the team, the
small group, and the network all exist on certain overlapping areas on
timelines of activity.

To round out the Dyer (1984) definition of teams, Goldin and Thorndike
(1980) report that teams:

(1) Perform particular tasks and have particular goals

(2) Have a particular structure with certain relationships and
dependencies

(3) Rely on conimunication and coordination.

Once again, this reinforces the aforementioned definition and specifically
implicates communicati 3n and coordination actions. These actions obviously
are prevalent in the C command post.

To -orrelate *eams more highly with a military context, Gill (1977)
specifies the following characteristics:

(1) There are at least two types of military teams. Some
military teams have a history; they are not constructed on an ad hoc
basis. Although individual team members may belong to a specific team
for different periods of time, this history means that members develop
expectations about each other and establish procedures for working
together. Other teams are task organized; team members are selected
because they possess the requisite skills for solving a problem
(maintenance crews are an example). These indivduals may or may not
have worked together previously.

(2) The size of military teams can vary greatly. The
hierarchical nature of military organizations makes it difficult to
determine team size limits; for example, a rifle team is part of a
rifle squad, which in turn is part of a rifle platoon, and so on.
Military judgments must be used in defining team boundaries. This
review focuses on teams at and below the platoon level (Army
nomenclature).

(3) The "formal" team, as defined in military documents, will
not always correspond to the "active" team, in that the number of
individuals who interact with each other at a given point in time
varies with the task. Thus, even though the rifle squad may be
formally identified as a team, for a particular task or mission only
three members may be actively involved in "teamwork".

(4) Although the previous definition has specified that team
members work toward a common goal, the definition of goal is relative
(e.g., for a rifle squad "prepare a defensive position" is a larger
goal than "dig your foxhole"). In addition, military teams often are
assigned different tasks (e.g., rifle squad: movement to contact
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mission versus defensive mission versus reconnaissance patrol) which
may require different degrees of involvement from team members and
different forms of "teamwork".

(5) Members of military teams not only are assigned specific
positions, they also work within a formal structure where leaders and
subleaders are determined on the basis of rank and experience. This
formal structure influences the nature of member interaction and the
way jobs are performed.

(6) Prior to joining an active military unit members usually
receive extensive individual training for their respective positions.
The amount and type of team trainning received within an active
military unit can vary greatly from unit to unit.

(7) When lay persons think of teams, they may visualize football
or basketball teams where the degree of teamwork or coordination among
members is fairly high, as compared with a track team in a mile relay,
where team interaction is limited to the baton hand-off (critical as
it may be). With military teams the frequency and criticality of such
interactions and dependencies vary greatly with the task and with the
nature of the team. The type of interactions (e.g., verbal versus
nonverbal) among members will also vary.

(8) Almcst all military teams work with some type of equipment.
In some instances, the equipment itself strongly determines the size
of the team and the nature of team-member interactions.

(9) Military teams must constantly face turnover in team
membership.

(10) Some military teams (e.g., tank crews, rifle squads) must
always train for a situation that they hope never to face--combat.
On-the-job training for such situations is impossible. For other
military teams, primarily those involved in the support of combat
(e.g., maintenance teams), on-the-job duties do not differ greatly
from those faced in combat itself.

(11) During the conduct of military missions, military teams
constantly receive some form of feedback on the appropriateness of
their actions. The immediacy, visibility, and completeness of this
feedback, however, depend upon the task being performed and the
structure of the team.

Many of these characteristics transfer to various teams that are formed in
the command centers. Thus, those definitions taken together formulate the
nature of what is meant by team, small group, and network concepts. The
research conducted in the lab must be formulated in ways that are truly
meaningful to these definitions, otherwise the validity and
generalizability to the operational world will be suspect.

For the C3 application, it is desirable to demonstrate how various
uses of large screen technologies can facilitate group performance
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enhancement. But before looking into the technologies themselves,
hypotheses about team performance must unfold. Once the definition of a
team has been explicitly stated and theories postulated regarding team
performance, it becomes time to start looking at representative tasks
inherent to teams. First, it is necessary to track some major theories
proposed to explain team/group behavior.

The first class of theories is that of systems input-process-output
whereby components of the group or team supply various resources to obtain
certain objectives and then these resources undergo various types of
processing with the results being certain types of outputs. Dyer (1984)
refers to Berger, Knerr, and Popelka, 1979; Hackman and Morris, 1975;
Knerr, Berger, and Popelka, 1980; Roby, 1968; and Shiflett, 1979 as being
representative of the system input-process-output classification. The
Shiflett and Roby theories are worth discussing in more depth. The
Shiflett (1979) general model of small group productivity is especially
interesting in that it has a mathematical foundation to it. The TRAP task
used by AAMRL/HEC also has associated with it a mathematical model used to
predict optimal performance under certain restrictive assunptions. Thus, it
may be that there is some inherent mathematical transcendency between the
Shiflett theory and the TRAP task model that would heuristically act to
further integrate team performance enhancement and/or prediction. Within
the small group productivity model there are three major variables.

RESOURCES (knowledge, abilities, skills, and tools possessed by
an individual)

TRANSFORMERS (situational and task constraints, role systems, and
personal characteristics that impact resources in a
way that they become transformed and related to
outputs)

OUTPUTS (objective and subjective performance measures of group
interaction)

Note that inputs are necessarily identified within the resource or
transformer variables. The relationship among these variable is given in
the formula, OUTPUT = TRANSFORMERS X RESOURCES. The mathematics is such
that particular values of each of these variables can be specified in matrix
format. Resources are multiplied by various matrix algebra transformations
and congregated to obtain an overall group output. Figure 2, taken from
Shiflett (1979), shows various options that might occur when there is
congregation of resources.

Item a. shows the additive option: A U B U C = A + B + C

Item b. shows the disjunction option with redundancy: A U B = A

Item c. shows the conjunction option: A V B = B

Item d. shows the nonshared resources as opposed to items b. and c.
which shows shared resources
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Item e. shows each members total, unique, and redundant resources

Item f. shows how increase in group size equals an increase in
over lapping resources.

As resources are inserted into a matrix, some rules for manipulating
these resources must be specified. These rules are placed in a
transformation matrix as vectors that mathematically encode the above
options. In summary, Shiflett (1979) states that most of the models in the
literature are only special cases of a single, unified conceptual framework
wherein a specific pattern of transformation weights is postulated to have
an effect on group resources. At this point one of the shortcomings of
these types of models is that they still have limited capability to generate
precise predictions because of the difficulty of specifying all the
variables and their values for the matrices.

Roby's (1968) mathematical model of small group performance is a
complex, input-process-output model. Figure 3, taken from Roby (1968),
shows a schematic of information transduction in a single cycle of group
activity. This cycle is initialized by cues that emanate from the task
environment and completes itself when actions from the group change the
task environment and initiate a new performance cycle. More importantly,
the following ancillary processes are identified by Roby (1968) to be
necessary to look at empirically meaningful questions:

(a) Primary input subfunctions, including observation,
information routing, storage, forecasting, and patterning;

(b) Primary output subfunctions, including executive function
and action potential; and

(c) Secondary control processes, including mapping, planning,
addressing, and phasing.

The Roby theory is one that would allow a broad based focus for
investigation into team performance due to its comprehensive nature.
However, given its complexity, the theory can become unwieldy.

Another theory that seems especially useful for integrating many of the
concerns, factors, and issues within C3 group performance applications is
presented by Hackman and Morris (1975). Figure 4 presents their paradigm.
They present a paradigm consisting of input-process-output for time unit t1
to t 2 , but the basic element of this theory is that input factors affect
performance through the group performance process. The individual level,
group level, and enviSonment level factors all represent inputs that
frequently occur in C situations. In essence, the use of LGD
configurations represents an environmental level factor. The question that
must be derived by continued research is how these factors are integrated
to affect performance as a function of the group interaction process.
Mediation of group effectiveness via the interaction process has not been
elucidated. However, Hackman and Morris (1975) identify the following
factors that are related to the process:
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(a) coordination group effort

(b) task performance strategies

(c) knowledge and skill of task members

Thus, if experimental control would capture the nature of these variables,
a greater degree of understanding of the process would occur.

In conclusion, the theories presented are representative of the major
kinds of theories in teem performance. One should refer to Dyer's review
(1984) to obtain other examples of models used to account for group
behavior. The assessment that Dyer makes is that the theoretical base for
team behavior is meager. It seems especially true when discussing the
ability to predict and explain team behavior. When one combines the use of
LGDs with team performance, theoretical foundations are even more sparse.

THE TEAM TASK

One problem to be overcome is the degree of generalizability from
results using a particular group task to the corpus of team performance
research, and more importantly to the operational context that often drives
the research. The problem for LGD research was to create a task that would
capture important parameters from the three specified research categories
of group information design, team performance, and cognitive operations.
In taking a look at tasks that have been used in team research, there seems
to be a dearth of tasks that utilize dynamic group decision making.
Thorndike and Weiner (1980) state that "the greatest leverage in team
performance research can be attained by focusing research on teams that
receive and evaluate dynamic information and perform time stressed decision
making." Recent reviews of group problem solving and team performance
(Goldin and Thorndike, 1980; Hackman and Morris, 1975; Hill, 1982) reveal a
need for experimental paradigms which permit systematic exploration of
dynamic group decision making. The issue of finding a task that fits the
C environment as well as lending itself to experimental flexibility is
very important. The task that has been selected to carry out many
experiments in the framework is one that possesses these qualities. Within
team research, there have been many issues posited toward use of proper
tasks. Refer to the Dyer (1984) review as it does justice in
comprehensively describing these issues.

BASEINE STUDY

AAMRL/HEC conducted a baseline study in team performance with large
and small screen displays. This study was the culmination of an evaluative
review of the research, theoretical perspectives, issues, and tasks
necessary to understand requirements for this type of research. Refer to
Brown and Leupp (1985) for a complete description of this study. At this
point a summary of their baseline study will proceed. Brown and Leupp
(1985) created the TRAP task and conducted the first AAMRL/HEC experiment
within the overall framework. Prior to this study, a review of the
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literature revealed that the Smith and Dugger (1964, 1965) research was the
only major study to investigate team performance using shared vs. owned
displays. They compared team performance with large and small screen,
static, monochrome displays using a simple search and counting task.

The baseline study differs from Smith and Duggar's study in many
respects. First, problem information and feedback are presented together
on the same screen, whether large or small. Second, full color displays
are used. Third, the task developed for the study is cognitively complex,
dynamic, and requires team coordination and integration for optimal
performance: characteristics typical of the operational C3 context. The
experiment investigated team coordination by the use of a team resource
allocation problem task whereby the coordination of three team members is
required for optimal performance. Thus, by working together in a
coordinated fashion, the team receives a higher score on the task.

The task appeared to team members on either a large screen display or
a small CRT display. Each display type presented identical information.
Because the task requires dynamic decision making of team members, another
variable, high versus low time stress, was also included in this study.
Time stress was manipulated by changing the frequency with which new tasks
appear on the screens.

The major purpose of the investigation was to compare team performance
on large and small screen, full-color, dynamic, cmputer-generated
displays, using a time-stressed and cognitively complex group problem
solving task which required integration and coordination of team members'
behavior for optimal team performance. Overall, screen size did not
strongly affect team performance. While teams did respond in a meaningful
manner to the properties of the TRAP (responsive to color, shape, 3 person
tasks, and the interactive rules thereof), their responses were not greatly
affected by whether a large shared display or individual CRTs were used.
Since the information presented was identical for the two display formats,
it may not be surprising that strong differences were not found. While
subjects noted many differences between the two display formats (described
below), team performance effectiveness was primarily a function of the TRAP
parameters used rather than the display format.

Some subtle effects for screen size were found, however, which should
be discussed. When using individual CRTs teams may have been more
sensitive to the color of tasks, since they were then better able to
process the more valuable red tasks. This effect could be related to
subjects' belief that the individual CRTs afforded greater clarity of
presentation than the large screen display. Perhaps the strongest
indication of potential decrements in performance due to display format
occurred during the first test session with the large screen and under high
time stress. Note that team performance using individual CRTs was not
decremented under high time stress. The relatively low level of team
performance found here suggests that teams may need additional training time
to adjust to large screen displays before they can be expected to perform
optimally in stressful settings.
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Subjects were given the opportunity to describe the advantages and
disadvantages of the two display formats following the conpletion of their
final test session. Subjects frequently suggested that the large screen
display facilitated team conmunication, but that it was dimmer than the
individual displays. Similarly, the individual displays were frequently
described as having a sharper picture, but that they tended to isolate the
team members and limit interaction. These comments suggest that the
different display formats have their own particular advantages and
disadvantages which could have canceled each other out in the baseline
study; since the TRAP required both accurate and timely recognition of task
characteristics presented on the display, as well as team communication,
coordination, and integration.

The TRAP used in the baseline research is but a particular instance of
a more general research aradigm which can address a host of issues related
to team performance in C settings. For example, alternative TRAPs can be
formulated which emphasize variables such as multiple resources,
uncertainty, risk, expertise, and individual values, through modification
of various TRAP parameters. In addition, the TRAP paradigm can be used to
investigate the importance of different types of feedback information,
presentation format, channels of communication, and alternative team member
configurations and roles. The fact that subjects in the baseline study
understood and enjoyed the TRAP and responded in a meaningful way to its
various manipulated parameters (e.g., time stress, color, and shape),
supports the use of the TRAP paradigm for further research efforts.

Thus, the TRAP task is an experimental paradigm that is both useful
and meaningful for the overall framework. The results of the first study
utilizing the TRAP task have been briefly presented to give the reader a
flavor of the anticipated research framework.
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SECTION 6

FOCUS 4: RSEARH PRDJEXYIOUS

THEORETICAL PERSPTIVE AD FR RK FOR AAMIRL/'lEX2 RESEMCI

Reviews and progress of the past history of team performance and L)
research have been described in the report. At this juncture a transition
is proposed that takes feedback from the past and plans for the future. It
is necessary to orient the reader to the present train of thought of where
AAMRL/HEC should direct resources in the investigative areas. Brown and
Leupp (1985) report is useful in this regard. Their baseline study served
as an "opening of the door" into the framework. That baseline serves now as
a major input into hypothesis formulation for subsequent studies.

The objective of the framework is to provide a logical systematic
progression into the research to develop a comprehensive understanding of
factors involving LGDs usage in team performance. The approach here is to
state some basic assumptions, premises, hypotheses, and directions, then
choose the critical combination of variables to be included for projected
experimentation.

The first assumption is that the demands of a task, and the information
display that portrays a given task, can be either homogeneous or
heterogeneous. This homogeneity or heterogeneity can be applied
differentially to various display types (large screen, small screen
displays). Homogeneous information display/task demands implies that each
member of a team is provided with the same information displays, content,
and/or task demands regardless of display types. This is in contrast to
heterogeneous display/task demands which implies that different information
displays, content . and/or task demands can occur for each individual team
member.

The second assumption is that there is something unique about team
performance that would tend to implicate different combinations of
information demands by display typology. The intent here is not o say that
a large screen display is better than a small screen display in C
environments, but rather to understand the demands on the use of information
presented to the team and how that would justify different types or uses of
displays. As experimentation has again ark again shown, many display
characteristics are highly specific to the type of task performed. To show
a gain or loss in performance with a particular display using a particular
task type may be deceiving in that its applicability to other task types is
not externally valid.

Reviewing these premises helps to better define experimentation. The
baseline study was an example of homogeneous information and task demands
in that the same information and/or task was presented on either the LGD or

the SS display to teams composed of three members. Note however, that
display size and shareability were varied together (confounded) rather than
crossed. The expectation underlying homogeneous presentation is that there
are very few reasons to assume that individual or team performance would
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differ significantly (assuming viewability equivalence) just as a function
of increasing or decreasing the size and number of displays. However, one
of the few reasons might involve differential fatigue effects that could be
associated with large vs. small screen displays, but once again this seems
to be inextricably tied to viewability parameters. Another less obvious
reason might be termed "perspective realism." This may be explained as the
ratio of the ambient size of a human's perspective view of the world to the
size of the perspective view seen on a given display size. This assumes
that adjusting the distances between relative heights on displays of
different sizes cannot account for this sensation of realism. It also
assumes that such realism would cause differential performance in teams and
individuals. Unless the perspective realism view is adopted, homogeneous
presentation on LGD and SS displays would not be expected to yield
differential team performance. However, when one parcels out the effect of
display size per se and looks at shareability (display user ratios, display
information ratios, team composition) there may be some active social-
organization psychological dynamics (group cohesion, social facilitation)
whereby a team might perform better using a shared display rather than
individual displays. There may even be interactions with display size based
on the perspective realism just discussed. At any rate, homogeneous
information demands presented via varying degrees of shareability represents
a situation wherein there would be a greater sensitivity to detecting levels
of significance than the previous situa!i ons. Shareability is a relevant
variable if it is related back to the C environment, as current
configurations necessarily dictate that team members share information on
very large displays. At this level in the experimental plan it should be
possible to localize the effects of display size vs. the effects of display
shareability. As discussed, the first stage of experimentation, homogeneous
information demands, takes a very conservative approach to assessing
technology to be integrated into team performance in that the probability of
obtaining significant differences is not likely.

The second stage of experimentation, heterogeneous information
demands, sets up a different experimental enviroment in that the
probability of obtaining significant differences should be much more likely
than in Stage 1. Stage 2 incorporates experimentation wherein a priori
reasons and hypotheses exist that suggest increased likelihood of
obtaining significant differences. Heterogeneous information and task
demands specify situations whereby different information is presented to the
indicated display typology and/or to different team members. This can be
conceptualized by breaking tasks or information down into various units
which are logically related by some overriding variable (i.e., short term
memory, sequence of events, hierarchical structure). The allocation of a
set(s) of these units would be present in one condition and the remaining
set(s) would appear in the other condition, such that information demands
are differentially present across conditions. For instance, three team
members under one condition might be presented UNIT A on a large screen
display which is shared and UNIT B on a small screen display which is also
shared. The diversity of experimentation using heterogeneous demands is
vast. Results should produce circumstances which discern how the target
technology can be used to facilitate team performance. Many of the research
category variables can be crossed with heterogeneous demands to formulate a
series of pertinent studies.
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The third stage of 3 experimentation will investigate the use of
knowledge systems for C team performance. This stage will pick up the
research from the succeeding stages and perturb these results by the use of
knowledge systems in different capacities. The first projected capacity is
the use of a knowledge system as an additional "team member". This
combination of team composition and knowledge system variables form what
could be termed "the degree of cooperative intelligence". Display typology
might be affected by varying the effective intelligence of the team such
that different display configurations result in changes in overall team
performance. The second projected capability is to utilize the knowledge
system in a way that will efficiently adapt salient variables identified
under the three basic research categories in a way that results in the best
possible configuration per specific time segment. For example, the system
could be programmed to switch between homogeneous and heterogeneous display
of information as a function of the display/user ratio and
display/information ratio to create an adaptive shareability configuration.
The use of a knowledge system at this point requires an understanding of
the rules that evolve by various combinations of the experimental
variables. Once these rules are captured, they can be simulated in a way
that adapts the configuration to result in optimized C3 team performance.
The experimentation at this point would try to assess the use of
adaptability as well as various combinations of rules to produce that
adaptability. Refer to the projected research focus level 3, Other GRID
Research Domains for more details.

The key to fulfilling this research framework rests with the effort
associated with Heterogeneous Information Display. Thus the remainder of
this section will dwell on assumptions and hypotheses related to this
stage. In reviewing the Smith and Duggar (1964) study there seem to be
some underlying principles and premises that can be re-examined in light of
the current experimental paradigm. An attempt will be made to generate a
first level hypothesis tb- ' can act as a foundation for TIER 1 & 2
research. The different v. ibles which will be manipulated in TIER 1 & 2
will emanate from this :ount tional hypothesis. An elaboration of this
hypothesis will be given as a succession of premises with associated
points.

Baseline Premise #1: A shared display configuration yields better
team reaction time performance than a separate display configuration;
whereas a separate display configuration yields equal or better team
accuracy performance compared to a shared display configuration.

Premise #2: The nature of the baseline premise changes as a function
of the type and demand of cognitive demands associated with the group task.

Corollary 2A: Tasks that demand concensus among individual
comparison processes will actively make the baseline premise more robust.
Group tasks that require individual subjects to interpret dynamic
perceptual data and then come to a group concensus about the interpretation
will bring out the baseline premise more so than innocuously simple group
tasks.
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Corollary 2B: The group interpretation of perceptual information
is contingent on the allotted time of processing, the camplexity of the
information, the degradation of the information, the density of the
information, and the structure of information; any one of these
characteristics may interact with the baseline premise.

Corollary 2C: If the nature of the TRAP task was changed to
require more perceptual group comparison processes, and if reaction time as
well as accuracy measures were collected, then Premise #1 would be most
active.

Premise #3: If one can look at display size as well as shareability,
then performance can be evaluated in terms of the display size and the
shareability as well as any interactions present.

Corollary 3A: For homogeneous information presentation, the
shareability result will stand regardless of display size.

Premise #4: The simultaneous utilization of a shared and separate
display configuration may tradeoff speed with accuracy to achieve the best
overall performance.

Premise #5: The addition of heterogeneous information will better
utilize the shareability aspects of group display as across the board
increases for accuracy and reaction time performance are expected.

Corollary 5A: The degree of relation between information shown
in the shared display and the separate display will affect the relative
performance quotient.

Corollary 5B: Information that varies across a continuum
(global to local, past to present, top to bottom hierarchy, verbal to
spatial) should coax out performance efficiencies.

Corollary 5C: Information presented in the shared configuration
that specifies guidance, cooperation, or leadership will be better
processed by the group than if it is presented on separate configurations,
and should perturb the results inherent in Premise #1, and overdl1
increase the performance quotient in comparison to those conditions where
it is not present at all.

Premise #6: Restrictiveness of coammunication will change Premise #1.

Corollary 6A: All the team performance variables will make
significant changes to the baseline performance.

Premise #7: The effect of continuing exposure among teams tends to
lessen the relationship of Premise #1.

Premise #8: The robustness of Premise #1 is operative for certain
ranges of group size.
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Corollary 8A: As team size increases, the Premise #1 robustness
also increases up to a plateau point which differs for the reaction time
and accuracy measures.

This succession of premises thus forms the backbone for creating the series
of experiments necessary to answer questions in the framework. The
suggested line of experiments under each research tier are related to these
original premises in Table 1. As each experiment is conducted, the
premises can be refuted or accepted or expanded such that a comprehensive
understanding of team technology interaction can be achieved. Other
directions that also seem promising to further bolster the perspective and
the basic premise list are available. Guzzo (1982) discusses the study
of information flow and intragroup communications as being crucial to the
understanding of group decision making. Especially relevant would be the
work of Roby (1968) as it inherently sets up empirical relationships in a
very comprehensive spectrum of variables. Additionally, Stasser and Titus
(1985) recently have begun investigation of biased information sampling,
whereby shared information is weighted more heavily than unique
information. This might be beneficial for looking at the LC1s as a
mechanism for channeling unique information into shared information to
enhance group performance. However, at this point there certainly is
enough perspective to guide quite a few experimental designs and collect
data that would be useful from both theoretical and operational viewpoints.

The framework that underlies the research plan consists of levels of

planning. They are:

LEVEL 1: PLANNED GRID EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

LEVEL 2: GRID RESEARCH EXTENSIONS

LEVEL 3: OTHER GRID RESEARCH DOMAINS

The first level reveals a series of possible experiments necessary to
answer questions associated with the basic premises. These
experiments are dichotomized into two separate, yet related research tiers.
TIER I will consist of approximately five studies and will cross the group
information design research category with the cognitive operation research
category. TIER II will consist of approximately six studies and will cross
the group information design research category with the team performance
research category. A systematic progression through each tier should
generate relevant information for subsequent experiments and may act to re-
orient experiments proposed for a given tier.

After Level 1 is addressed, Levels 2 and 3 take some liberty in
looking at other possibilities not addressed in Level 1. Levels 2 and 3
will be more abstract.
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TABLE 1. Research Premises and Associated Experimental Sets

Premises

Experimental 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Sets

Shared Cognitive Sharability Both Shared Heterog~eneous ReStr. cont.' Group
versus Demand and Separate Corn. Expos. Size

Separate

Tieri 1 ESO X X x
ES1 X X X X

E2X X X X
ES3 X X

E4X X
ES5 X X X

Tier 2 ES6 X X
ES7 X X

E8 X X x x
ES9 X X X X X
ES10 X x x X
ES11 X x x X
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LEVEL 1: PLANNED GRID EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

TIER I EXPERIMDITATION OUTLINE

GUP INFORMATION DESIGN VARIBLES X (XIITIVE OPERATIONS VARIABLES

ES0: Original baseline experiment: Display size x time stress x session

ESI: Display Configuration x Information Typology

ES2: Display Configuration x Degree of Allowable Communication

ES3: Display Configuration x Secondary Task Restraint

ES4: Display Surface Size x Display Structure x Information Content

ES5: Display Configuration x Control of Clutter

Each set represents an entire region for experimentation, but the
experimental designs listed above represent the respective baselines for
each region.

ES = Experimental Set
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TIER II EXPERIMENTATION OUTLINE

QROUP IWORATION DESIGN VARIABLES X TEAM PE1WORM=E VARIABLES

ES6: Display Configuration x Team Performance Rules x Social

Facilitation

ES7: Display Configuration x Comprehensive Social Facilitation

ES8: Team Performance Rules x Seating to Display Configuration (LG)
Only)

ES9: Team Performance Rules x Seating Configuration x Information
Typology x Visual Field of Presentation:

ES10: Team Leader Proficiency x Co-worker Function Overlap x Blackboard LGD
Usage

ES11: Team Leader Proficiency x Co-worker Function Overlap x Blackboard LGD
Usage x Degree of Cooperative Intelligence Available
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LEVEL 2: GRID RESEARCH EXTENSIONS

In addition to the planned experimental design there are a myriad of
other variables that could be strategically investigated to elucidate an
even greater understanding of the use of LGDs in the C arena and also
provide more depth to theoretical insights. Table 2 illustrates some of
the independent variable possibilities that AAMRL/HEC could insert in
appropriate planned designs or they could be considered useful for new
experimental designs. Many of these variables can be implemented by just
changing various parameters of the TRAP task. Thereby, the insertion
process will be relatively easy if the TRAP task is used. Some variables
may be an extension of other variables in Level 1.
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TABLE 2. RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES: VARIABLES OF CONCER

Group Information Design

display format
information density
perspective realism
color utilization strategies
display to information ratio (# of

display windows with unique information)
user selectivity
feedback information
information representation

Cognitive Operations Required

perceptual processing and complexity uncertainty
time sharing/allocation risk
short term memory/long term memory expertise

task overloading individual values
motor task demands time stress
mental fatigue effects fatigue effects
differential task rules secondary tasking
multiple resources

Team Performance

display-user ratios (sharability/cohesiveness)

team composition
- number of team members (degree of cooperative intelligence)
- team member roles
- duty cycles
- expertise available

communication structure
- coordination specification
- allowable channels
- alternative configurations

team orientation
- angular perspective to display
- positioning relationships between team member and presentation

media
- seating arrangements

learning levels
- session performance
- differential user proficiency
- differential training procedures

team stability
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- all vs part of team present during tasks
- disruptability

use of incentives
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LEVEL 3: OTHR GRID RESUCH DOMAINS

At this point, the research projected for Levels 1 and 2 could be
overwhelming to conduct let alone analyze. However, with a systematic plan
to progress through the right mix of experiments, substantial advancement
can be made. The far-term research is conjecture at this point but it
provides evidence that AAMRL/HEC is planning long range contingencies.
Research for the long term must span the vista of experimental social
psychology and team technology insertion. This might be termed group
capacitators. In essence research would extend beyond the use of LG(s to a
look at other team technologies that could facilitate group performance.
This would be looked at in terms of the concept of group capacity or
multiple group resources such that various team technologies might properly
utilize the right resources of the group. Note that in this context the
group necessarily includes the use of cooperative intelligence assistants
as members. As currently envisioned, far term research would focus on
metateam structures. These would be structures that integrate group
capacity, environmental psychology, and hunan information technology to
provide the most adaptable, enhanceable C environment for performance.
Within a C3 environment many metateam structures would be interconnected by
a group sensory conduit. Within each metateam structure various expert
vision, audition, and handling capabilities would be exploited. Sane of
the areas necessary to study team technology are as follows:

optical videodisc technology
optical computing
expert systems
video teleconferencing
advanced computer graphics
virtual audio coupling (temporal sound, spatial sound, audio-
voice typing)

virtual visual coupling (dimensionality, exploratory
environment, mutual imagery)

virtual knowledge (verbal information enhancement, logical
reconstruction, knowledge search)

adaptive structure (group dynamic efficiency, spatial
reconfiguration, manageable information capture and release)

holographics
dialogue structuring
recombinant group architecture

Truly the direction of long term research will spawn as a function of:
1) preceding planned experimentation, and 2) the advancement in twam
technologies. The possibility to expand the performance within C3

environments will dictate the likelihood to pursue the research in this
level.
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SECTION 7

FOCUS 5: TKHNOLOGY EVALUATIONS

This section comprises much of the actual evaluation that AAMRL/HC
has conducted. First, a short discussion will be provided regarding the
reasoning as to why the COPE laboratory was equipped with a certain type of
technology mix. After the reader has been provided with an understanding
of the technology used and why, a brief account of the evaluation of that
technology will proceed. Although this section evaluates and provides
rationale for the specific system employed in the COPE laboratory, the
requirements used for specifying an LGD system are entirely extensible as
general guidelines for specifying LGD technology and will be treated as
such.

The COPE-Large Screen Display Systems (LSDS) includes a Silicon
Graphics 2400 RGB high-resolution computer graphics work station, a General
Electric PJ5150 color light valve projector, and a Phoenix Communications,
Inc. Optixx Mark XX high-gain rear-projection screen. Note that the actual
display surface denoted by the LSDS is approximately 4 ft x 3 ft but the
actual available display surface could be up to 5 ft x 7 ft.

LGD CONFIGURATION: SELECTION CRITERIA AM) R1QUIREMENTS

There are a number of d'fferent types of LGD technologies which could
be considered for use in a C center. However, the intent was to choose
and then evaluate a technology that provided the most advantage based on
predetermined requirements criteria. This section of the report will
describe the following points in detail to demonstrate some of the decisions
necessary for selecting LGD configurations:

1. Description of technical criteria or requirements which the

LSDS must meet.

2. A listing of technology options for LGDs.

3. Evaluation of the technology options.

4. The LSDS chosen.

In order to proVide a robust testbed for studying GRID and selecting
LGD technology for C- operations under various conditions, the following
requirements were specified:

Ambient Illuminated Environmmats/8rightness. The LGD should be
capable of being viewed in the ambient illumination of office environments.
This eliminates the possibility of reducing illumination to darken the room
to obtain sufficient contrast. Thus, ambient illumination re fers to the
lighting conditions in the environment or surroundings. The AFSC Design
Handbook 1-3, Human Factors Engineering, states that for tasks requiring
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normal detail work for prolonged periods the illumination level should be
215-538 lx or 20-50 ft-C. Thus, the LG) must be bright enough to be seen in
these ambient environments. Carbone (1982) suggests that brightness
requirements for displays should be at least as bright as the ambient
illumination and in general should be twice as great as the ambient
illumination. As the projection source for the LGD configuration increases
in luminance output (lumens) and as the gain of the projection screen
increases, for a given screen area, the brightness at the screen surface
will increase. Screen gain is defined as the ratio of the brightness to
incident illumination. Thereby in order to ensure adequate brightness in
the ambient environment the luminous output of the LGD projection source is
an important factor, as is the gain of the projection screen. Carbone
(1982) uses the following chart to designate brightness in terms of lumens:

Brightness Lumens

Low 0 to 300
Moderate 300 to 1000
High 1000 to 3000
Very High > 3000

Also related is the luminance contrast ratio (defined as the ratio of
display brightness to the viewing screen background ambient). The
recommended contrast ratio varies as to the degree of ambient light
present. In general, higher contrast results in improved legibility
especially in high ambient environments.

Full Color Capability. This requirement simply indicates that
the LGD system must be capable of generating a full color spectrum rather
than just monochrome or partial color capability.

Sufficient Viewing Angle. Viewing angle may be defined as how
much angle the observer's line of sight differs from the perpendicular to
the display surface. MIL-STD-1472C suggests that an acceptable limit of up
to 300 off center is acceptable. However, any system that would provide
more viewing angle (up to 600) without a deficit in performance would be
desirable. Viewing angle is considered a necessary requirement as teams
viewing a central LGD are necessarily positioned at different viewing
angles offset from center. To the extent that a greater allowable viewing
angle can be provided, more people can acceptably view the display at the
periphery. The determination of viewing angle is highly related to the
construction and type of materials used in the projection screen.

High Resolution. This refers to amount of raster scan TV lines
the system is capable of generating. As the amount of lines increase, the
degree of resolution gets better. Thus high resolution systems are ones
that have a sufficient number of raster scan lines available. Carbone
(1982) defines the levels of resolution as:

Resolution

Low 0-625
Moderate 625-1000
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High 1000-3000
Very High > 3000

The degree of resolution of an image is important as this helps determine
the extent to which an observer can interpret various degrees of detail of
projected images. Many guidelines suggest that there be 10-12 TV lines per
character height. An LGD system that can generate high resolution imagery
is considered very useful. Resolution should be equivalent to that of CRT
imagery.

Short Distance to Viewers. This refers to the actual distance
between the users and the screen. The system to be recommended will be one
that improves user interaction in that the display is within close
proximity of the user, as opposed to very large screen displays where there
is a great distance between the user and the display. As the distance from
the user to display increases, a number of factors or inadequacies in the
system are activated such as improper brightness, poorer image quality, and
legibility in general. Thus, one important requirement is that the system
be legible as close as six feet from the user. In general, some of the
guidelines suggest that the minimum viewing distance be at least two times
the width of the projected image and the maximum viewing distance be no
further than six times the width of the projected images. LGD systems
unable to ascertain these distances should not be considered for use.

Limited Obstructions to Display Surface. The LGD system should
not contain obstructions that would interfere with an observer's line of
sight to the display surface. Necessarily this delimits the use of front
projected display screens as the possibility would exist that the projection
equipment could hinder observers' line of sight to the display surface.
However, if a front projection is necessary, the use of a ceiling mounted
projector or a projection system that is built into a desk can significantly
reduce obstructions to the display surface. Also, the rear projected screen
reduces the probability of noise obstructions to the user.

Adaptable Display Size. The system that allows only one display
projection size is inflexible. Within the C3 environment, the
capability to adaptively change the display size in response to other
factors and conditions provides the designer with an extra degree of
control whereby relative equivalence among factors can be calculated. A
one size only takes away this advantage. The target range of sizes would
optimally be as small as you need to as large as you need. The point is
that size needs to be considered along a continuum that may range from the
very small group display to the ultra-large group display. F1 exibility is a
very important consideration in determining screen size.

Uniform Light Distribution on the Screen. This refers to the
relative variation of luminance across a screen and is given as the ratio
of maximum to minimum luminance. MIL-STD-1472C recommends that this ratio
be between 1 (optimum) and 3 (acceptable). The degree to which brightness
rolls off at the end of the screen is important. In the C3 environment,
the light distribution should be as uniform as possible in order that
information on the display extremities can be seen as well as information
at the center. In many situations it may be necessary to trade off
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absolute brightness with uniform light distribution.

Display Registration Drift. When generating color, the LGD
type may have considerable problems in registering various colors. The
color generation technique may mix or overlay images from different
projectors to obtain desired colors. Thus, this makes the probability of
misregistration likely. Misregistration can equate to misperception on the
part of the observer, thus it must be alleviated as much as possible.

Real-Time Video with Natural Gray Scales. This means that the
LGD system must be compatible with real time video rates and have the
necessary shades of gray to provide natural transition of imagery. Eike,
et al (1980) suggest that at least 10 shades of gray should be used.

CRT Compatibility. The LGD system must have a capability to be
compatible with CRTs. This means that the system can be connected to a CRT
with minimum problems whereby information present on the CRT can be seen on
the LGD also. This allows for a high resolution source for text and
graphic capability if so desired.

Cost. Although cost was not a technical factor in evaluating
systems, it certainly is a practical limitation. For AAMRL/HEC, research
systems which cost more than $100,000 were considered too expensive to
acquire.

FUTURE PTETIAL TECHNOLOGY

This refers to technology that is not "off-the-shelf" but is currently
under development. All the criteria already mentioned apply as well as the
following additional criterion.

Small Blackboard Display Characteristics. Future technology
requirements should focus on creating a display that emulates a "small
blackboard". This means that the display should be a smaller volume and
lower cost than that of the "off-the-shelf" technology. Specifically, the
small blackboard display should be about 1 meter diagonal in size,
relatively flat in depth (6"), and have some degree of mobility for
repositioning activities. In essence this display would be able to be hung
from the wall like a picture and most likely be used for small group
interaction.

The technology options that currently exist (or are in development
stages) and may satisfy the criteria for selecting LSDS can be
classified in three basic groups:

1. CRT based

2. Plasma based

3. Liquid Crystal/Oil Film based (external light sources).

Each of these technologies have inherent limitations and capabilities. The
key for selection is to determine not only which of the three basic groups
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satisfy the most criteria listed in the most desirable way but to also
specify a particular manufacturer within that basic group.

An evaluation of the CRT based group reveals that the largest
drawbacks are in the areas of resolution and registration. Constant
adjustments to registration controls makes the CRT based projector
unsuitable in an exacting environment. Note too that they are limited in
their brightness output capability to approximately 250-350 lumens. Also
because each CRT projection phosphor is often run at high brightness
levels, the green phosphor tends to overwhelm the others as the eye is most
sensitive to the green phosphor.

Most of the plasma based displays could not meet the necessary
criteria of real-time video with natural grey scale range. However, the
one plasma based display that is developing this capability turned out to
be the designated, "FUTURE POTENTIAL" technology. At this time, the full
color requirement seems unobtainable for plasma displays.

The liquid crystal light valves satisfy part of the criteria (high
resolution, brightness, possible color requirements) but fall short of
providing real time video with natural grey scales. Also the light valve
may end up producing "unique colors" that can be undesirable.

Finally, the evaluation of the oil film light valve indicated that it
is the only projector to satisfy a majority of the requirements. Most
importantly it fulfills requirements of brightness, high resolution, full
color, and real time video with natural grey scales. Another major
advantage is that there are no registration problems in color oil film
projectors. Within the oil film light valve grouping the GE PJ5150
professional large screen projection was chosen as it fulfilled about all
of the requirements in the best ways possible. This system also was
affordable in terms of the limitations given. The only possible drawback,
as experienced so far, is the different coloration of the horizontal and
vertical edges which can be a noticeable characteristic on characters of
small size.

In combination with the projector a rear screen approach was
necessarily chosen to satisfy part of the requirements criteria. The rear
screen projection allows the front of the image to be free from
obstructions, is quieter for the operators, provides viewability under a
wide range of ambient environments, provides a wide viewing angle
with little brightness rolloff, and enhances contrast. The rear screen
projection's greatest advantage is that it provides high gain with no
loss of viewing angle which also equates into allowing higher ambient
lighting for users. Contrast enhancement is active as the materials used
to form the screen have very low 1ight reflection and appear dark in
reflected light. Therein, when ambient light falls on the viewing side of
the screen, the contrast is not washed out. Note however that in darkened
low ambient lighted rooins this would not be advantageous. The use of the
rear projection screen has some factors that will need attention. First,
an area behind the screen will be required to house the projection system
and achieve proper throw distances of the projector. Second, all the light
reflectance and scattering behind the screen must be controlled to ensure
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contrast enhancement. It is suggested by Benel and Benel (1984) that the
application of matte black point to the walls and other surfaces and the
use of light baffles should be considered.

The rear ptoj-ction screen chosen for the LSDS was an OPTIXX Mark 20.
The Mark 20 is an assemblage of biconvex lenticular lens to which is
attached a clear acrylic substrate and a layer of diffusion material.
Black matrix striping at defined intervals appears on the front of the
lensing material. A photometric evaluation of the screen against another
smaller screen revealed that the Mark 20 was clearly superior over the
screen in terms of hot spots (brightest screen loci) consistency and gain
consistency across the screen.

Thus, the marriage of the Mark 20 screen with GE PJ5150 oil film light
valve yields an LSDS that maximally satisfied the requirements criteria.
There was only one system that met the additional criterion for "future
potential" technology as well as other criteria. The Lucitron flatpanel
display very much emulated the requirements of the small blackboard screen.
It imas a depth of less than 6", it is a hangable/mobile display, it will be
approximately a meter diagonal in size (although larger screen sizes are
certainly possible), it is less expensive than the chosen off-the-shelf
technology, and its biggest advantage is that it has the capability for
real time video with natural gray scales. This technology should be
available in a 6-9 month timeframe for the monochrome prototype version.
The color version is still in development with the availability date being
indeterminate at this time. Refer to APPENDIX 5-6 for additional
specifications on the selected equipment for the COPE LSDS.

LARGE SCREEN DISPLAY SYSTEI EVALUATIONS

Using the LSDS configuration just described, AAMRL/HEC pursued an
evaluation of legibility/viewability to determine the correct
parameterization necessary using light valve technology. This is an
extremely useful evaluation as the results indicate that one cannot just
use generic visual display (CRT) legibility guidelines to configure the
parameters of an LGD. Thus, this study reveals new suggestions for human
factors display criteria when using light valve technology.

The OOPE-LSDS is intended for group viewing of critical information
under medium (normal) ambient illumination, at various viewing distances
ranging from 6 to 15 feet, and at various viewing angles.

The system evaluation, based on human performance measures, assessed
the main and interaction effects on display legibility of the following
factors:

Character Dot-Matrix Format Viewing Distance
Character/Background Contrast Viewing Angle
Character Visual Angle Position on the Screen

An adaptation of the legibility evaluation methodology and performance
measures recommended by Shurtleff (1980) for critical information
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processing of alphanumeric characters, based on a character-identification
task, was used. Shurtleff (1981) suggests that legibility criteria cover
three important aspects of symbol identification performance: accuracy,
speed, and error distribution. The legibility criteria for military
applications are shown in Table 3.

The evaluation was conducted in a series of two experiments, resulting
in guidelines/recommendations for acceptable data configuration and display
viewing limitations. The first addressed the following questions:

1. What is the optimal character size (in dot-matrix dimensions
and visual angle) for viewing this display at a range of 6-15 feet? Is
there more than one acceptable character size?

2. Is performance equivalent for stimuli of equal visual angle,
or is there a size x viewing distance interaction?

3. Does character/background contrast direction (black/white vs.
white/black) influence performance, or the choice of acceptable character
sizes/format?

The experiment examined a 3x2x4 factorial combination of independent
variables to test the legibility/viewability of the LSDS. These variables
were operationally defined as follows:

*Character Dot Matrix Format (5x7, 7x9, 10x14)
*Figure/Ground Contrast Direction (black on white, white on black)
*Viewing Distance (6ft, 9ft, l2ft, 15ft)

Subjects identified characters within a constructed set of 3x3 letter
matrices in accordance with the specified conditions of the aforementioned
variables. The proportion of correct identification and number of correct
characters per minute were compared for each variable. An analysis of
the results of first experiment provided evidence for the forthcoming
recommrendat ions.

The use of single-stroke characters is not recommended because of edge-
coloration characteristics inherent within the light valve technology.
Instead, double-stroke characters should be used. Based on Shurtleff's
(1980) legibility criteria for critical information displays, the 10x14
double-stroke dot matrix format (both black/white and white/black) was
acceptable for the entire range of viewing distances (6-15 feet). The 7x9
black/white characters met the accuracy criterion (98% correct) for
distances up to nine feet, but fell short of the speed criterion.
Therefore, for on-axis viewing, a double-stroke dot-matrix format between
7x9 and 10x14 may be suitable for the entire range of distances, and should
be more legible in a black/white display. Using the smallest (threshold)
character format which meets the legibility criteria allows for the most
information to be displayed simultaneously, or a less-dense display of a
given amount of information. In order to find the threshold dot-matrix
resolution for the range of viewing distances, this experiment should be
repeated using several dot-matrix formats between 7x9 and 10x14. Data
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TABLE 3. LEGIBILITY TEST CRITERIA

Accuracy of Response

1. 98 percent or more of the total identifications
must be correct.

Distribution of Response

1. Confusions involving a single pair of symbols
(e.g., B and 8) cannot exceed 20 percent of the
permissible error.

2. Confusions for a single symbol cannot exceed 15
percent of the permissible error.

Speed of Response

1. Alphanumerics must be identified with a speed of
120 correct identifications per minute or better.

2. Special symbols must be identified with a speed
of 50 correct identifications per minute or
better.
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reviewed by Shurtleff (1980) suggest that 7xll or 9xll is more appropriate
for raster displays.

If a 10x14 dot-matrix character is used, character/background contrast
will not affect legibility. However, for formats between 7x9 and 10x14,
contrast may influence legibility, and should be tested in the threshold
experiment mentioned above.

The legibility threshold cannot be stated in terms of a minimum
character visual angle, since performance was dependent on both dot-matrix
format and distance. The two- and three-way interactions of the three
independent variables indicate the necessity to consider all three
parameters together when specifying acceptable character configurations for
this display system.

The second experiment addressed the following questions:

1. Are the character sizes which met the legibility criteria in
Experiment 1 also legibile from off-axis viewing angles?

2. Are these character sizes legible at the edge and corners of
the screen, which are the lcwest luminance display loci?

3. Are these character sizes equally legible under all of the
degraded viewing conditions mentioned above or is one size better than the
other under any of these circumstances?

In order to collect data to answer all of these questions in a timely
fashion, a "worst case" situation was devised to represent the most extreme
(degraded) display loci and viewing angle.

The second experiment examined a worst case scenario wherein subjects
viewed stimuli presented at the extreme opposite edge of the screen at 45
degrees off-axis, which equated to a viewing angle of 60 degrees off-axis
to the stimuli. The experimental variables used for the second experiment
were:

*Dot Matrix Format (7x9, 10x14)
*Stimulus Loci on the Screen (top, middle, bottm on left screen edge).

The task using the 3x3 character matrices and the dependent variables was
similar to that used in the first experiment. An analysis of the results of
the second experimnent provides the basis of the forthcoming
recommendat ions. The results of the experiment reveal that the 7x9 and
10x14 dot matrix sizes meet the accuracy criterion. Because a worst case
situation with respect to viewing angle (600) and screen position was
considered, these results suggest that the COPE LSDS is viewable up to 600
off axis with the extreme screen positions present, for tasks that just
require accuracy performance. However, because the 7x9 size did not meet
the speed criterion at 600 off-axis with extreme screen positions, it is
recommended that a 10x14 dot matrix size be used in situations demanding
worst case positions which require speed in performance. Although further
empirical testing would be required, it appears that a dot matrix size
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somewhere in between the 7x9 and 10x14 size would be able to meet the speed
criterion. The results also suggest that the screen position does not
contribute to improve legibility, given worst case situations. For a more
detailed description of these studies, refer to McNeese and Katz (1985).

One other point in the evaluation of the technology needs to be
reported. In the baseline COPE-LGD experiment, Brown and Leupp (1985)
asked the 24 subjects who participated in the experiment to complete a
questionnaire to compare large and small screen displays for: a) clarity
of presentation, b) ease of use, and c) coordination of team effort. The
results of the questionnaire provide a subjective evalution of the
technology under consideration and gives complimentary insight to the
objective experimentation.

Results of the questionnaire found that the individual CRTs were rated
more highly than the large screen for clarity of presentation. However,
the individual CRTs and large screen were not rated significantly different
in ease of use or for coordination of team effort. Finally, no significant
difference existed in overall preference: eight subjects preferred the
large screen, 10 preferred the individual CRTs, and six expressed no
preference.

These subjective evaluations suggest that the LGD frequently
facilitated team communications but was not as clear as the CRTs; and the
CRTs provided a much sharper picture, but they tended to isolate team
members and limit interaction. Overall then the subjective evaluation
reinforces the point that the use of a LGD with CRTs must be predetermined
in the conceptual analysis stage (via an Integrated Analysis Techniques-like
front end analysis) before actual designs are in concrete.
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SECTION 8

FO US 6: TE(CHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS

TARGET TECHNOLOGY

One of the requirements listed in section 7 was put forth under the
heading of "future potential technologies". The requirement suggested a
technology that would have small-blackboard display characteristics for use
in small group interactions (e.g., boardroom decision making). The
technology that is projected for this requirement is termed gas-electron-
phosphor (GEP) and is produced by Lucitron, Inc., based in Northbrook IL.
The Lucitron display features a one meter diagonal monochrome display with
12.5 pixels per inch resolution. Additionally, the display is flat (less
than six inches thick) and features high brightness, fast refresh rate, and
CRT compatibility. The major problems at this point seem to focus on thin
vertical striations that tend to appear within the display. These
striations are created because of the manufacturing process of grids and
appear to be a technical obstacle that can be overcome. Also, the
appearance of color is probably at least a year or two away.

The use of a GEP display would be advantageous in C3 settings in the
role of a blackboard display. If 2-3 users could refer to a display that
could be hung on a wall while still having capabilities for high ambient
illumination and high resolution for TV video, then group displays could be
implemented much more easily.

GEP displays have much greater potential for C3 applications than
plasma displays because they provide adequate grey scale, faster update
rate, and accept standard interface capabilities (e.g., TV). Evaluations o.
other relevant LGD technologies have been previously compared and specified.
However, at this time, the GEP display is the only one that truly appears
promising for the near term.

LASER PRDJECTION LGDS

Recently, a new laser LGD projection technology has been introduced
that may significantly advance the state of the art for LD systems. The
Defense Communications Agpncy Center for Command, Control, and
Communications Systems (C S) has published a factsheet that describes a
technology survey of large screen display systems (1985). The factsheet
states that, "laser projection techniques have demonstrated brilliant
images, excellent display resolution (potential to 2000 lines), contrast
ratios of better than 500:1, and constant focus." They continue to say
that, "the color fidelity is outstanding and precise video registration is
achieved (1/3 pixel)." However, they also point out that the system has
some disadvantages that include use of a water cooling system and currently
limited product availability. Additional qualities of this system are
rr-)orted in the DCA Cormand Center Improvement Program (CCIP) newsletter,
Vol II, No. 1, March 1985, which include the ability to project an image
size of 95' x 45', to project on flat, curved, or domed viewing surfaces,
and to allow windowing and mixing video displays with the use of additional
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optics and beam splitters. The use of the laser projection system will be
determined in part by additional experimentation and analysis, operational
utility, and availability. However, it certainly must be considered as a
high payoff technology that currently seems to be gaining support for use.

As new team display technologies develop, they will definitely have
applications in the C3 arena. However, many of these seem down the road in
terms of their development cycles. The team technology areas that seem most
probable for study and development for team performance are:

video teleconferencing and
optical videodisc technology.

In order to truly advance the team performa ce enhancement concept
these technologies need to be investigated for C applications.
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APPENDIX 1

SUPPLEENTARY GUIDJINES

LG) OPTICAL PI )JKTION GUIDELINES (VIA LIGHT VALVE TEO)LOGY)

Source 1: McNeese, M.D. and Katz, L., Legibility Evaluation of the COPE
Large Screen Display System Under Medium Ambieu -ination.
AAMRL Technical Report, 1985 (to be printed).

LGD OPTICAL PRO)JECTION JIDELINES (NOT SPECIFIC TO LIGHT VALVE TECHNO)OG!)

1. Benel, D.C.R. and Benel, R.A., "Use of Croup Viewing Displays for
SHORAD Command and Control" (Technical Note 8-84). Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD: U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory, May 1984.

2. Eike, D.R., Malone, T.B., Fleger, S.A., and Johnson, J.H., "Human
Engineering Design Criteria for Modern Control/Display Components and
Standard Parts" (Technical Report RS-CR-80-1). Redstone Arsenal, AL: U.S.
Army Missile Command, May 1980.

3. Grether, W.F. and Baker, C.A., "Visual Presentation of Information,"
In H. P. Van Cott and R. G. Kinkade (Eds.) Huan Engineering wjide to
Equipmnt Design (2nd ed.) Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1972.

4. MIL-STD-1472C. Military Standard: Human Engineering Design Criteria
for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities. Redstone Aresental,
Alabama: U.S. Army Missile Command, 1981.

Paragraph 5.2.5 Large Screen Displays
Paragraph 5.2.6.6 Large Screen Optical Project Displays

Criteria

5. Shurtleff, D.A., Wuersch, W.F., and Rogers, J.G., "How to Make Large
Screen Displays Ledgible," Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 25th
"'nnual Meeting. Rochester, New York: 1981.

6. Williams, R.D., "Design Consideration for Distance Viewed Dot-Matrix
Displays," Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 25th Annual Meeting.
Rochester, New York: October, 1981.

7. Woodson, W.E., Human Factors Design Handbook. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1981.

DISPLAY VIOMBILITY/EGIBILITY GUIDELINES (REFERECES)

1. Benel, D.C.R and Benel, R.A., "Use of Group Viewing Displays for
SHORAD Command and Control" (Technical Note 8-84). Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD: U.S. army Huan Engineering Laboratory, May 1984.
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2. Buckler, A.T. "A Review of the Literature on the Legibility of
Alphanumerics on Electronic Displays" Technical Memorandum 16-77, U.S.
Army Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, May 1977.
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APPENDIX 2

SU LENIRY RESEARCH

VISUAL DISPLAY RESEARCH SOMR E

In order to get a thorough review on human factors research on visual
display terminals refer to:

Helander, M.G., Billingsley, P.A., and Schurisk, J.M., "An
Evaluation of Human Factors Research on Visual Display Terminals," In F.
Muckler (Ed.) Human Factors Review, 1984.

This wil l review many legibi lity/viewabi lity parameters and other human
factors considerations for visual display terminals. This is not, however,
specific to LGDs. Research in the area of light valve L(i) technology is
non-existent.
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APPNIX 3

SUPPLEENTARY TECHNDLOGY

This appendix will present data, specifications, and comparisons that
give more details on the LGD technology that is available. The
presentation of technology will be twofold. First, specifications will be
given for the COPE LGD technology and then data/comparisons will be
referenced for other available LGD technologies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC PJ15150 OIL FILM LIGHT VALVE (Taken fram Carbone (1982))

The General Electric Company manufactures a line of moderate cost
monochrome and color large screen television video projectors. These
devices are camnercial product line items and are presently available off-
the-shelf. Both the PJ5000 and PJ7000 series provide moderate resolution
and moderate brightness display presentations. The PJ5155 is a high
intensity, color projector.

The color projectors employ a single electron gun light valve in which
the three color images (green, blue, and red) are written simultaneously
upon the same fluid control layer (an oil film) in the form of diffraction
gratings. The resultant optical spectra are selectively filtered at the
output plane by vertical and horizontal slots to produce the desired
colors. The image is then projected by a refractive optics projection lens
to the display screen. Thus, three simultaneous and superimposed primary
color images are projected to the screen as a completely registered full
color picture.

The principle of operation for the monochrome projector is basically
the same as for the color projector except that the color generating medium
has been eliminated.

A summary of these large screen projectors characteristics is as
follows:

Screen Size: Up to 400 square feet

Projection Technique: Front or Rear

Color: Full color plus monochrome

Luminance Output: PJ7000 - 750 lumens
PJ5050 - 560 lumens
PJ5155 - 1275 lumens

Contrast Ratio:

Contrast Ratio = BD/BA

Contrast Ratio = 75:1 Screen Center
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Contrast Ratio = 50:1 Screen Edge

Image Mechanism: Sealed oil medium light valve

Display Technique: Raster scan

Update Time: One TV frame time

Resolution: PJ7000 Series - 1000 lines

PJ5000 Series - 800 lines
PJHI Series - 1000 lines

Scan Mode: 525/625 and 1000 line rasters

Drift: Less than 2.0%

Color Registration: Single color gun - none

Brightness Uniformity: 2:1 from center to edge

Aspect Ratio: 4:3

X-Radiation: Meets requirements of HEW standard 21CFR

Initial Cost: PJ7000 Series (Monochrome): $55K - $67K
PJ5000 Series (Color): $62K - $81K
PJHI Series (Color): $85.5K

Number of Units in Field: Monochrome Projectors, 80
Color Projectors, 800
High Intensity Color Projectors, None

Consumable: Two components requiring replacement are the xenon
lamp and sealed light valve. Replacement costs
are as follows:

Sealed Light Valve: Color $16K
Monochrome $15K

Xenon Lamp: $750

Operating cost per hour is calculated to be less than
$5 for both the PJ5000 and PJ7000 series projectors.

Warranty: The GE projectors are warranted to be free of
defective materials and workmanship for one year. The light
valve is warranted for 4500 hours on a prorated basis. The
Xenon lamp is warranted for 1000 hours or one year.

Additional Information: The General Electric Company has
developed a High Intensity Color Projector, the PJ5155.
This unit has a reported luminance output of 1300 lumens.
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The higher brightness has been obtained by a re-design of
the xenon reflector assembly, plus a new high intensity
xenon lamp and a modification of the light valves internals.

The PJHI light valve for the high intensity projector series
is the same physical size as the old light valve and can
be used as a direct replacement. The estimated cost of the
new light valve is $17,800 and replacement is recommended at
3000 hours. The higher intensity xenon lamp for the unit is
estimated at $1000 with replacement at 1250 hours.

Operating cost per hour for the PJ5155 is estimated to be
approximately $7.00.

Note that the replacement hours are theoretical. Sufficient
data for both the new light valve and high intensity xenon
lamp have not been obtained to give an exact operating cost
per hour.
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Manufacturer: General Electric Company
Model: PJ-5155
Projection Technique: Oil Film Light Valve

Color Capability: Full
Luminous Flux (Lumens): 1000
Contrast Ratio: 75:1
Resolution: 1000 lines
Display Technique: Raster Scan
Time from Standby: One Minute
Update Time: 30 mseconds
Maximum Display Size: 15' by 20'
Throw Distance: 3 by width
Display Aspect Ratio: 3:4
Brightness Uniformity: 2:1 Center to Edge
Projection Direction: Front, Rear
Power Requirements: 120VAC, IKVA
TV Standards:: 525 - 1029 Scan Lines
Video Amplifier Bandwidth: 20 MHz
Consumables: Light Valve Assembly, Xenon Lamp
Operating Cost/Hour: $7
Initial Cost (April 1982): $82,000
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[LEITRN GAS-ELA:MN-PHOSPOR DISPLAY

1. Lucitron Product Sheet: Lucitron, Inc., 1985

2. DeJule, M., Sobel, A., and Marken, J. A New Gas-Electron-Phosphor
(GEP) Flat Panel Display-The Flatscreen Panel. Proceedings of the Inter-
national Society for Optical Engineering, Los Angeles, CA, 1984.

3. DeJule, M., Whelchel, D.J., Stone, C.S., Sobel, A., and Markin, J.
Construction and Circuitry of the Flatscreen* Gas-Electron-Phospher (GEP)
Display. Proceedings of the International Society of Optical Engineering,
Los Angeles, CA, 1984.

LGD TECHNOLOGY 00PARISONS

There have been other documented efforts to make comparisons among
different LGD technologies that do not need to be repeated. It is
suggested that the following references be utilized to look at other
available technologies that could be used.

Source 1: Carbone, R.M. Large Screen Display Technology Survey.
MITRE Corp., Bedford, MA, WP-24321, Project No. 4450/4460,
Contract No. F19628-82-C-0001, October 1982.

Source 2: Harder, D.B. Evaluation of Large Group Display
Technologies for Command and Control Applications.
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD, AT-13R-75,
1975.

Although Source 2 is somewhat dated it still provides useful
comparative information about different LGD systems. Furthermore, it
provides a historical point of interest to determine the progression of
technology in the last 10 years. Note too that an earlier version of the
GE light valve was one of the technologies evaluated. Refer to Tables 4
and 5 taken from the report to see their summary comparisons.

Source 3: Willey, F.V. A Review of High Resolution Color Large
Screen Graphic Equipment. Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University, FS-81-108.

Source 3 provides an additional evaluation and comparison data and
also recommends use of a GE 5150 light valve. Table 6 shows the summary
comparisons for the equipment reviewed in the evaluation.

Source 4: FACTSHEET: Large Screen Display Systems--A Technology
Survey. The Defense Cammunications Agency Center for
Command, Control, and Communications System, Washington DC,
1985.

Source 4 provides the most recent and up-to-date technology comparisons
for LGDs and is also useful in describing techniques of this technology.
Table 7 shows current LGD products along with their respective
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characteristics. Table 8 provides a useful conparison between the laser
projection system and other LGD configurations. Note that the values in
this table indicate qualitative value assessments on a scale of 1 to 10,
with 10 best, or either provides a yes/no response where appropriate.
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TABLE 8. Laser Projection C-ompared to Other Systems

CRT-based Light Valves
Refractive Schmidt

Optics Optics Single Multiple LED LCD Laser
Light Output 1-3 2-5 5 6-9 1-2 1-2 10
Resolution

Color 2-4 2-4.5 5 7 (note 3) (note 3) 10
Monochrome 4 5 7 6 10

Power Consumption 5 5 5 1 8 8 2
Weight 5 5 3 2 8 8 1
Operating Cost/Hour 4 4 4 8 2 2 7
Purchase Cost 7-9 6-8 4 1-4 (note 4) (note 4) 5
Color Registration 3-7 3-7 9-10 4-8 (note 9) (note 9) 10
Ease of Maintenace 4-6 4-6 7-8 2-3 10 10 (note 6)
Deterioration with time 6 6 4 4 10 10 9
Full Color Capability Y Y Y Y (note 7) (note 7) Y

Scan
Raster Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Vector Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

(note 8)

Floor Space Occupancy 4 4 4 3 10 10 10
(note 1)

Maximum Screen Size 2-3 3-4 5 6-7 (note 5) (note 5) 10
(note 2) 1 1

NOTES: 1. Area required for approximately similar sizes. 5. Theoretically very large, but cost, power and
2. Assumed similar ambient lighting conditions, weight prohibit this.
3. Resolution is proportional to number of pixels 6. Minimal field experience to date.

horizontally and vertically, and thus to the 7. Experimental.
number of LED or LCD elements. 8. Some implementations.

4. Larger picture size requires more elements, 9. Because the position of each LED or LCD is
and therefore results in higher cost. mechanically fixed, the registration is nearly

perfect.

system to produce an initial image after reaching
Reference terms for LSDS systems are listed below: operational status

Methods
Physical Dimensions CRT Projection: direct or reflected projection of a

Display Aspect Ratio: ratio of display width to cathode ray tube image
height Display Technique: method by which an image is
Projection Size: size of the projected image. formed. Three types:
expressed typically in length x width. or
diagonal. measure • Raster scan: a predetermined pattern of
Throw Distance: projection distance for viewable scanning lines that provides uniform coverage
image quality of a screen

* Vector scan: random direction of light energy
to a specific point on a screen

Performance * Matrix addressing: method for directing
Display Brightness Uniformity: ratio of brightness electrical energy to a specific element in an
at center to brightness at edge of display active display. Typically used in LED anays.
Display Contrast Ratio: ratio of darkfield to Electroluminescent Display: flat plate dispiay
whitefield which excites phosphorescent pixels as a light
Display Resolution: measure of picture detail source
Warmup Time From Standby: time taken by Laser Aligned Dichroics: convergence of light
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